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DIscUssING tHe ReNeWAL 
oF oUR HIstoRIc toWN sQUARes
through the examples of the Jókai Square in Pécs 
and the Gellért Square in Budapest
Sándor Dévényi

Public town squares that hosted markets 
and various social events were estab-
lished at intersections, ports or next to 
castles. The major public institutions 
were also built here, including the church, 
the town hall, and the market building. 
The squares were designed and fur-
nished in a puritan, simplistic fashion 
usually consisting only of a common 
well and maybe a pillory.

These squares were often unpaved or 
were covered with simple stone blocks, 
sett or brick paving. The relatively undi-
vided base level provided unification.

The early examples of base level orna-
mentation can be found in gardens: the 
gardens of medieval cloister courts 
petrified into architectonic order.

The practical use of Renaissance castle 
gardens is minimal, the aesthetic value 
of patterns created from plants becomes 
visible from above, when looking down 
from the terrace of the castle. Such pat-
terns could serve as the basis for the 
emergence of ornamented paving. 

It only occurred in the case of larger 
building complexes that the base level 
was of the same quality as the vertical 
planes, uniting and interpreting them. 
In Hungary it was only the town devel-
opment impetus of eclecticism that has 
produced major achievements in public 
square architecture.

The need for planting various plants 
and trees at the main squares of towns 
only emerged at the end of the nine-
teenth and beginning of the twentieth 

centuries, with the disappearance of the 
squares’ market function. The once spa-
cious public squares turned into public 
parks that cannot be taken in with a 
single glance.

The image of public domains changed 
drastically with motorization and the 
appearance of public utilities. The design 
of the surface is governed by traffic, the 
air space above is dominated by elec-
tronic cables, various structures, and 
traffic signs, while even the public utili-
ties under the surface influence the 
overall impression. City structures estab-
lished during the middle ages or even 
those created at the time of major urban 
developments of the 19th century can 
hardly cope with so many changes.

Until the 1970s, they often tried to 
meet the new demands in Hungary by 
means of demolition. Historic town 
districts have disappeared or have been 
transformed in a way that the original is 
barely recognizable. Monument protec-
tion was focused on the conservation, 
protection of individual objects, or it may 
considered the idea of block rehabilita-
tion, but it rarely dealt with intermediate 
spaces. More was needed for the devel-
opment of their worthy utilization: it 
became necessary to consider the un-
bearable traffic. During the 1970s, cars 
were banned from the central public 
squares of several towns.

It has become possible for the fifth 
plane of projection of the city, the pave-
ment, to rise to the level of architecture.

monument of the city. A team consisting 
of artists, architects, an art historian and 
a communication manager participated 
in the work based on a value analysis 
and under the leadership of Zoltán Pál, 
sculptor, and myself.

With regard to the renewal of the 
medieval closed space, the aim of de-
signers was to highlight and emphasize 
existing characteristics.

This small square played a significant 
role in the city’s structure already during 
the medieval ages: it served as the main 
square, the extension of Piac (market) 
Square, the small market. The square had 

been exhausted not only in physical 
terms but also morally. The surface sur-
rounded by medieval square walls filled 
up during a thousand years, enclosing 
the city’s history. Based on our idea, the 
monument shall be the imprint of the 
thousandth year, a two thousand square 
meter, horizontal sculpture serving as 
the new epidermis of the square. 

In consideration of the utilization of 
the area, we had to address issues of 
traffic and transportation as well as 
functional requirements connected to 
the establishment of various bars and 
restaurants outdoors. The local govern-

ment—accepting our proposal based 
on our value analysis—designated the 
square as a pedestrian zone. The square 
is surrounded by buildings of medieval 
origin that have been remodeled dur-
ing eclecticism. The focus of the square, 
partly as a result of the gradual ascent 
of the ground level, is shifted towards 
the main square, as also emphasized by 
the ascent of square walls.

The square itself has an “L” shape with 
one section being a street-like formation 
that is growing narrower. L-shaped 
squares cannot be taken in with a glance; 
thus the experience of the square may 
only unravel itself in time.  The bend 
forms a gate and transforms into a spe-
cial place.

  In our horizontal sculpture concept 
the two square sections are in a subor-
dinate relationship. We have empha-
sized the “space turning” role of the most 
emphatic element of the square - that 
is the “Elefántos (Elephant) Building” mak-
ing up the eastern wall. A terrace was 
built in front of it and was set on a 
crepidoma this way creating the afore-
mentioned gate-motif. The most impor-
tant elements of the horizontal sculpture 
composition have also been concen-
trated here. The “Navel of Earth” sculpture 
of Zoltán Pál was placed into the great 
square section’s focal point: the water 
springing from it flows into the pool 
found at the hinge of the square, then 
at southern end of the pool it escapes 
into the level of the square. The Memo-
rial Stone of the Millennium was also 
placed at the hinge. The pavement of 
the square is a homogeneous stone sur-
face with a simple grid filling in the sur-
face from wall to wall. The grid is pro-
vided by the alternation of stones of the 
same material but different surface and 
size. The stripes are made up of chipped 
small cobblestone while the meeting-
points consist of polished stone surfaces 
and the fields of split tiles; they are made 
of Benkovac, Dalmatian limestone. The 
pavement is split at the “Navel of the 
Earth” and is crumpled into a sculpture, 
opening the way for water. We tried to 
build all structures from stone thus all 

 

Jókai Square in Pécs

In Pécs, the 1978 renovation of Flórián 
Square was the first instance of planned 
public square architecture where the 
renovated Flórián statue was surround-
ed by quality pavement. Similarly, Szín-
ház square and Citrom street also re-
ceived a new look.

Jókai Square was the first square where 
the renovation was based on an inde-
pendent program, which was connect-
ed to the millennium of Christian Hun-
garian statehood. The objective was for 
the square to become the millennial 
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Pécs, Jókai Square • on the opposite side: the Széchenyi Square

the tree hole grids, the drain-traps, and 
drains were made from limestone, how-
ever, from the harder kanfanar version.

The „furniture sculptures”, the function-
al stone seating of Zoltán Pál, are of 
plastic art value.

Besides the square surface focal point 
that shifted upwards due to the ascent 
of the plane – where the spring was 
placed – there is another center of grav-
ity designated by buildings surrounding 
the square and marked by a living ele-
ment, a high growing linden tree. During 
the summer this tree closes the space 
and makes it shady, while it leaves it 
open during the winter. The small dwarf 
cherry row of trees in front of the façades 
creates a new plane and modulates the 
square. They will never grow as tall as to 
cover the buildings.

   The square section turning over from 
the dominant half is the longer leg of 
the ”L”-shape. Here, the sculpture of 
István Bencsik marks the point where 
the square breaks down and narrows 
into a street, from which the view of the 
next city square – the main square – be-
comes visible. The built in tramline is an 
unmissable reference, raising a monu-
ment to the memory of the tramway 
running in Pécs on this line between 1913 
and 1960.

The light architecture during the night 
provides new emphasis for the squares.

At the Színház (Theatre) Square in Pécs, 
the evening lights create a ceremonial 
atmosphere with the different reflec-
tions of material changes. The night 
lighting of the decorative well at Fővám 
square in Budapest emphasizes its space 

organizational function (designed by 
Márton Dévényi). There is no such func-
tional demand at Jókai Square in Pécs. 
Public lighting is provided in the city 
center by traditional “Pécs” type cast iron 
lamp-brackets. These highlight the walls 
of the square, however, they leave the 
middle of the square in semi-darkness.

The square was put into use by the 
citizens of Pécs. The terraces where they 
can sit outside are very popular, numer-
ous ceremonies have been held there. 
The needs of the community can be 
divided between different areas in the 
center: Széchenyi Square provides a 
place for larger celebrations while kos-
suth square serves as the venue of loud, 
fair events. Thus Jókai Square accom-
modates more quiet family celebrations 
and everyday events. 
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Buda (a part of Budapest), the Sáros fürdő

Above: the Gellért Hotel, north facade • below: domes  around  the Gellért Square

Szent Gellért (Saint Gerard) 
Square in Budapest
One of the most beautiful places of 
Budapest, together with the Lágymányos 
district to the south of it, was built at the 
time of economic boom around the 
millennium. It was raised to its present 
status through a deliberate city planning 
activity: filling up the bed of the Danube, 
construction of wharfs and especially 
the building of Franz Joseph Bridge. The 
level of the square was raised 14 meters, 
this is how the hexagonal stone domed 
bath hall of Sáros fürdő (”Muddy Bath”) 
(in an area called Alhévíz during the 
middle ages) at the foot of the hill was 
moved underground. It has a thermal 
spring which provides medicinal water 
for Gellért spa and bath even today. 

The current, uniform appearance of 
the city district is the result of a short, 
25-30 year period. The bridge was built 
in 1896, in 1903 the first building of the 
Technical University (by Cziegler) was 
already standing on the filled up Danube 
riverbed and the mansions of the Buda-
foki and Bartók Béla roads were being 

built continuously; by 1918 the Gellért 
Hotel and Gellért Spa and Bath was al-
ready completed.

The square is open towards the south-
east, towards the Great Hungarian Plain. 
The taller, rippling masses of the Gellért 
Hotel represent a transition towards the 
even higher and more rugged rocks of 
Gellért Hill. Buildings of the southern 
square wall are lower built. The square 
itself is of an irregular shape, basically one 
sided, as one of – the missing – walls is 
the Danube itself. The huge mass of the 
Gellért Hotel is not overwhelming as the 
space reaches over to the other side of 
the Danube where the beautiful build-
ing of Fővámház (Main Customs House) 
responds to it, the two structures being 
connected in reality with the city’s most 
beautiful bridge. This is how Szent Gellért 
square has become one of the most 
characteristic and most photographed 
squares of Budapest and also part of the 
World Heritage.

I received commission to design the 
area in 2000, following a successful ten-
der; I worked with two of my colleagues, 
architects Iván Halas and Bálint Baranyai.  

(Prime designer: FÖMTERV). The task it-
self was made easier by the fact that I 
had been working on designing the 
renovation of Gellért Hotel for years. I 
studied original plans, the construction 
history of the building which became 
one with the history of the square itself. 

  The fact that the majority of the sur-
face is used for transportation deter-
mined the task of landscape planning. 
Due to the fixed roadways, only two 
larger unified spaces remained to be 
used by the designer, i.e. the areas in 
front of the Hotel and the Technical 
University, separated by Bartók Béla road. 
The area in front of the hotel is suitable 
for the emphatic marking of the center 
of the open square. I suggested the 
building of a symbolic structure to this 
place, performing a space organiza-
tional function. The other section is 
busier with the future exit of the subway, 
however, its less emphatic; here I de-
signed a water surface reminiscent of 
the old Danube. 

   As regards the area in front of the 
Hotel: I have designed a vertical motif, a 
domed structure into the center of the 

area in front of the Hotel into the axis of 
the main entrance—this is the Spring 
house, referring to the buried hall of 
Sáros-fürdő and it is related to the Art 
Nouveau domes of the Gellért Hotel. The 
Spring house promotes the image of 
Budapest as the city of spas. In its center, 
the Zsolnay ceramic well of Sándor 
Dobány models a growing form, sym-
bolizing the energy erupting from Earth. 
The dome, representing the universe, 
covers the spring. The dome stands on 
eight pillars while water from the spring 
is also divided into eight branches; the 
streams flowing out between the pillars 
lead into whirlpool shaped pools repre-
senting the eight spas of the capital. 
There are various symbols on the pillars. 
On the interior side, there are cosmic 
signs on those facing the main points of 
the compass: to the north the Nimrod 
tamga with the Orion constellation, 
which is called Great Hunter in Hungar-
ian mythology; to the south, a Scythian 
Earth representation, to the east a moon 
representation taken from a Székely gate, 
and to the west a swastika (sun repre-
sentation) taken from Hungarian folk art. 
To the sub-points of the compass, there 
are earthly symbols: medieval coats of 
arms of Pest and Buda and the early 
representations of the two halves of the 
Hungarian coat of arms. The side of the 
coat of arms with the double cross is 
from the 1272 seal of István V, where the 
three hills under the cross appear for the 
first time. The Árpád-striped side of the 
coat of arms is from the seal of András II. 
The eight pillars represent the eight 
branches of the tree of life reaching to 
the sky, the ninth is the opeion opening 
up in the middle of the dome and point-
ing towards the sky. (kép: kupola verssel). 
With its open structure, the dome 
searches for a connection with the infi-
nite. This infinite is recalled in the poem 
of Sándor Weöres, “Ének a határtalanról” 
(“Song about the infinite”) cut into the 
tambour of the dome. 

 The meeting points of the dome are 
decorated with Zsolnay stars from the 
inside. The motif on the outer surface of 
the tambour is a decoration of a Hun 
belt buckle. The flooring is ornamented 
with illustrations from the art of people 
from the steppe. 

   The wealth of motifs listed above is 
connected to the Art Nouveau motifs of 
architects designing the Gellért Hotel. 
These architects worked on the plans of 
a building unifying Hungarian architec-
tural values in a quiet designing office 
in Budapest during the last moments of 
a disintegrating Hungarian kingship. This 
was the “office of architects designing 
the Sáros Spa and Hotel.” The architects 
were Ármin Hegedűs, Artúr Sebestyén, 
and Izidor Sterk. The energy flowing 

from their work manifests itself even 
after one hundred years. The Spring 
house may unify and reinforce these 
intellectual values, forces. Just as the 
spring house of György Csete and Jenő 
Dulánszky in Orfű has been and will be 
capable to do so. 

The vegetation of the square section 
is low, it does not divide the space any 
further. In the foreground of the hotel, a 
high stone flower stand was built on the 
external sides of the terraces to mitigate 
the disturbing effects of traffic.

The other section will be busier and 
more bustling with the exit of the sub-
way that is being built. Here I have de-
signed a pool referring to the old Dan-
ube riverbed. The water surrounds the 
stairs as if people coming from the sub-
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Earth representation, to the east a moon 
representation taken from a Székely gate, 
and to the west a swastika (sun repre-
sentation) taken from Hungarian folk art. 
To the sub-points of the compass, there 
are earthly symbols: medieval coats of 
arms of Pest and Buda and the early 
representations of the two halves of the 
Hungarian coat of arms. The side of the 
coat of arms with the double cross is 
from the 1272 seal of István V, where the 
three hills under the cross appear for the 
first time. The Árpád-striped side of the 
coat of arms is from the seal of András II. 
The eight pillars represent the eight 
branches of the tree of life reaching to 
the sky, the ninth is the opeion opening 
up in the middle of the dome and point-
ing towards the sky. (kép: kupola verssel). 
With its open structure, the dome 
searches for a connection with the infi-
nite. This infinite is recalled in the poem 
of Sándor Weöres, “Ének a határtalanról” 
(“Song about the infinite”) cut into the 
tambour of the dome. 

 The meeting points of the dome are 
decorated with Zsolnay stars from the 
inside. The motif on the outer surface of 
the tambour is a decoration of a Hun 
belt buckle. The flooring is ornamented 
with illustrations from the art of people 
from the steppe. 

   The wealth of motifs listed above is 
connected to the Art Nouveau motifs of 
architects designing the Gellért Hotel. 
These architects worked on the plans of 
a building unifying Hungarian architec-
tural values in a quiet designing office 
in Budapest during the last moments of 
a disintegrating Hungarian kingship. This 
was the “office of architects designing 
the Sáros Spa and Hotel.” The architects 
were Ármin Hegedűs, Artúr Sebestyén, 
and Izidor Sterk. The energy flowing 

from their work manifests itself even 
after one hundred years. The Spring 
house may unify and reinforce these 
intellectual values, forces. Just as the 
spring house of György Csete and Jenő 
Dulánszky in Orfű has been and will be 
capable to do so. 

The vegetation of the square section 
is low, it does not divide the space any 
further. In the foreground of the hotel, a 
high stone flower stand was built on the 
external sides of the terraces to mitigate 
the disturbing effects of traffic.

The other section will be busier and 
more bustling with the exit of the sub-
way that is being built. Here I have de-
signed a pool referring to the old Dan-
ube riverbed. The water surrounds the 
stairs as if people coming from the sub-
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way were emerging from water. The 
subway actually passes under the Dan-
ube here. The water will come down on 
the two sides of the stairs in reality, into 
the subway. I have planned to place the 
statue of József Palotás (called Vízbelépő 

– Person stepping into water) at the 
corner of the pool. On the section of the 
square closer to Bartók Béla road, a 
larger, connected green area could be 
established; we have planted oak trees 
here as the continuation of the line of 
trees on Bartók Béla road.

A drinking fountain and customized 
steel benches have been built for pedes-
trians. The material of the pavement and 
structures is Süttő limestone, the side 
paths were made from Mathausen or as 
it is called today Neuhausen diorite, as it 
is traditional in Budapest.

It is a great achievement that I could 
place the posts holding the overhead 
cables of the tram crossing the square 
directly next to the track, with the can-
delabrum of public lighting also placed 
on them, this way reducing the number 
of posts and the length of cables. Thus 
during the night a light path is created 
that shows the axis of traffic.

The two examples attempted to dem-
onstrate the different conceptual re-
newal of two historic public squares with 
different characteristics. In the case of a 
medieval, closed, small square this in-
volved the highlighting and reinforcing 
of existing characteristics; the example 
of a large, open square, required a new 
organizational order generated also by 
traffic considerations, the development 
of new emphases, the reinterpretation 
of space functions including intellectual 
dimensions as well.

Budapest, Gellért Square, details
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